
B.A./B.SC. THIRD YEAR (PAPER 2) 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS: 

1. Define psychological assessment?                                   ? 

2. Define the concept of item analysis? आइट                                   ? 

3. Define reliability?                          ? 

4. Write the types of reliability?                       ? 

5. Define validity?                      ? 

6. Write the methods of calculating validity?                             ? 

7. Write the types of norms?                      ? 

8. Define projective techniques?                                ? 

9. Write names of different projective techniques?                                   ? 

10. Write different assessment techniques for intelligence?                -                  

    ? 

11. Write full form of MMPI and who proposed this test? MMPI                 औ  इ           

               ? 

12. Write the steps for test construction?                     च       ? 

13. What are the characteristics of good psychological test?                                   

     ? 

14. Write uses of psychological tests?                       उ          ? 

15. What is psychological testing?                       ? 

16. Ordinal measurement or scales does not include what?               scales                  

  ? 

17. Write the forms of estimation of reliability?                                    ? 

18. What are the difference between speed test and power test?           औ                  

       ? 

19. What do you mean by cross validation?                 आ              ? 

20. Discuss Cambell’s theory of measurement?                            चच       ? 

21. What is content validity?                  ? 

22. Discuss different problems of psychological measurement?                                

   चच      ? 

23. Critically evaluate group and individual test?                  औ                 

           ? 

24. What is item response theory? आइट                      ? 

25. Who gave Rorschach inkblot test?    च  इ    ट ट                ? 

26. How many cards are there in Rorschach test?   Rorschach                       ? 

27. Write types of validity?                   ? 

28. How many measurement scales are there and name them?                     औ  उ         ? 

29. Name all the 10 scales of MMPI? MMPI        10                   इ ? 

30. Who developed TAT?   TAT                    ? 

31. What is experimental method?                   ? 

32. Who was Steven’s?            ? 



33. Define test retest reliability?   ट      ट                            ? 

34. What is factor analysis?                  ? 

35. What is absolute reliability?                     ? 

36. How do you define difficulty of test? आ                ई                         ? 

37. Give three problems of measurement?                      ? 

38. What user of psychological test should take care of?                     उ               

         च    ? 

39. Item response theory is a sophisticated method of analysing what? आइट                 

                               ? 

40. What is precision?                ? 

41. Define objectivity and subjectivity?        औ                          ? 

42. Write example of performance test?                उ           ? 

43. A valid test must have?                      च    ? 

44. Criterion related validity is affected by?                                              ? 

45. Mention two characteristics of standardization?                              उ       ? 

46. Write any two names of personality test?                 ई             ? 

47. Write any four factors that influence test scores?   ट                             ई च        

     ? 

48. Mention types of rating scales?     ट              उ        

49. Define percentile norms?    ट इ                      ? 

50. How to calculate percentile norms?                                 ? 

  

 

 

 

 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS: 

1. Discuss in detail about tools of psychological assessment?                       उ                  

         चच      ? 

2. Write functions and uses of psychological test?                          औ  उ          ? 

3. Write steps of test construction in detail?                 च                     ? 

4. Write types and methods of calculating reliability?                           औ            ? 

5. Explain Norm and types of norms?        औ                        ? 

6. Explain different types of psychological tests?                                     ? 

7. Define different projective techniques in detail?                                              ? 

8. Write application of psychological testing?                     आ         ? 

9. Discuss in detail about different assessment techniques of personality?                       

                            चच      ? 

10. Discuss in detail about different assessment techniques of intelligence?                       

                            चच       ? 

11. Discuss reliability in detail?                       चच       ? 

12. Discuss validity in detail?             चच       ? 



13. What do you mean by difficulty level of an item and discrimination index of an item?      

आइट          ई    औ       आइट              च        आ              ?  

14.   Discuss the relation between difficulty level and discrimination index of an item?      आइट  

        ई    औ           च          च          चच      ? 

15.  Discuss practical and ethical issues in psychological testing?                              

औ                 चच      ? 

16.  What is rating scales? Describe with example different types of rating scales?    ट            

  ? उ                              ट                      ? 

17. Describe the contribution of Steven’s in Psychological measurement?                        

                     ? 

18. Explain the types of Group tests?                         इ ? 

19. Throw light upon application of psychological testing in organizational setting?          

   ट                          आ                 ? 

20. Explain in detail about application of psychological testing?                     आ             

                 ? 

21. Describe in detail about characteristics of good psychological test?                         

                                   ? 

22. Discuss in detail about difference between testing and assessment?       औ               च 

                         चच      ? 

23. Describe in detail the concept of computers as tools?     ट                उ              

              ? 

24. Explain in detail 16 PF, Big five and TAT?                16 PF,       इ  औ  TAT? 

25. Explain in detail Binet, WAIS and SPM test?                Binet , WAIS औ  SPM test? 

 


